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Symbols of the Planets and Signs
q = Sun
w = Moon
e = Mercury
r = Venus
t = Mars
y = Jupiter

u = Saturn
i = Uranus
o = Neptune
p = Pluto
l = N. Node
j = Ascendant

k = Midheaven
$ = Chiron
m = Retrograde

a = Aries
s = Taurus
d = Gemini
f = Cancer
g = Leo
h = Virgo

z = Libra
x = Scorpio
c = Sagittarius
v = Capricorn
b = Aquarius
n = Pisces
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Planetary Positions
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Planetary Aspects
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Emphasis in Modes
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[Disclaimer: Rated NC-17
If you are looking for a romantic, lovey-dovey astrology report, you won’t find it within these pages. Please keep
in mind all of the kinky, spirited and feisty remarks you will read are only intended in the spirit of fun, and are
only suggestions for ways to play and perhaps challenge your boundaries. Feel free to happily ignore all wet
and salacious remarks that do not apply.]

Herein lies the Gate to your Sexual Self
Its scent is musky and its feel is moist. Its song is sweet and trembling, feverish and blinding, dark and
tormenting, frigid and cold. If you read things here that furrow your brow, causing a crease that looks remarkably
like a little man in a boat, this is a sign from the gods that you are about to learn something momentous! Brace
your buttocks in your chair! Should you not be in the mood to knock on the limbic door of your inner brain,
quickly shut this report! No one need ever know…
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The Building Blocks Of Your Nature
Fresh and simple!
You don’t have very many planets in the air signs in your chart (Gemini, Libra, and/or Aquarius). With not much
air, you receive lots of your knowledge intuitively, like Einstein, with the manual, cranking mental process
actually blocking that great right brain flow. Rely on touch and feel and your intuition, to guide you and give you
ideas on how to proceed sexually and otherwise. Deliberate, eyeball-crossing thinking will only slow down the
works! Tune into your partner’s feelings and sensations and ideas that suddenly pop into your head and, using
that as a gauge, increase or decrease the intensity of your sexual applications. You may not appreciate a partner
who has steady conversation going on during sex. A brown paper bag over the head is a helpful tactic.
Eager to drench!
You have lots of planets in the water signs in your chart (Cancer, Scorpio, and/or Pisces). With lots of water,
emotions color everything you do. You are constantly sniffing out the vibrations in a room, or around a person.
You can feel your partner’s reactions and feelings quite well. This is very seductive. It can be a great boon,
subtly shifting and moving according to the partner’s sexual needs. They will think you are a magician! It can
also be a problem, as lots of water can be in-your-face and smothering, without boundaries. It’s like getting a
cellular-level body wash with someone else’s bathwater. A little disconcerting! Have your partner tell you when
to back off, and then do so graciously without pouting or making sullen remarks.

Your General Scent
Your Scent is Strong and Distinctive.
You have a lot of planets in fixed signs (Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and/or Aquarius) which render you thick, like the
heavy rind on piece of fruit. It gives a steady, reassuring feel, along with a strong will that can be felt many yards
away. You naturally dominate scenes in your life, either covertly or overtly, pressing your strength into the laps
of your lovers. You like to be in control, so a partner who needs a little steadiness and strength is a godsend. On
the other hand, a changeable, lively partner, while at first appearing stimulating, may eventually drive you to
distraction. You need to get your way more than the average Joe, so tell your partner this when first starting out,
even if you have to shell out a few bucks to make it so!
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THE SIGN ON THE ASCENDANT: Your Animal Skin
The Ascendant in your chart, (otherwise known affectionately to this astrologer as “the Rising Sign”) is your own
native animal skin you wear about your shoulders and through which you physically face the world. It is the sign
that was spreading out its earthly influence all over the horizon, opening its legs and scenting you with its own
musky peculiarities when you were born. This paints your personality with colorful symbols, richness and a
certain vibratory chemistry.

“Excuse me while I slip into someone more comfortable.” Unknown
Your Animal Skin is in Libra.
The scientific sexologist, you have researched sex and find the idea of it fascinating and romantic. You would
like to try your knowledge out on intelligent and non-repressed partners. Partnership orientated, you want to
please your partners in an active, romantic, idealistic way. And they all respond to this by the mere fact of being
in your desirous presence. You need a strong partner that can keep up with you, and satisfy your romantic ideas
of what love and sex are, or you’ll toss them aside in disillusionment, and look for the next ripe piece of romantic,
idealistic splendor to feast your intelligent beauty and hands upon!
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The Sun: That Radiating Warmth
You radiate heat, which warms up the birth chart where the Sun is placed like a honey-amber shaft of
super-intelligence. It throbs and energizes everything it touches within the spectrum you call Yourself. To see
how the Sun plays, fights and dances within the essence of You, look to the other planets and angles and the
house where the Sun has taken up residence, to see what feverish and egocentric interactions are occurring in
your baby cells.
When the energizing Sun powerfully connects (conjunctions), challenges (squares), and provokes (oppositions)
the other planets, there is a tendency to energize the Sun in a vigorous manner so that your ego sits heavy and fat
in the saddle. When the exuding Sun flows (trines) and supports (sextiles) the other planets, it gives warmth and
confidence and a natural ebullience that can warm cold tootsies.

“Nature produces the greatest results with the simplest means.
These are simply the sun, flowers, water, and love.”
-Heinrich Heine

Your Warm, Radiating Sun is in Scorpio
Your vital and energetic glow is penetrating and possessive. You desire to have great control over your partner,
so you can play them like a powerful conductor and revel in the excruciating thrills and incoherent pain this
brings the both of you. You prefer to be intensely wrung emotionally, thus experiencing the agony and the
ecstasy. The only way to live! Secretly, you are a natural born sex therapist and can uncover all sorts of sordid
sexual secrets that most people don’t know about, and wouldn’t care to, either! You may have monkish periods
of abstinence at times in your life, but your root chakra is always pumping out dark red sexual energy, which can
be channeled in other ways if times are dry, rather than unknowingly spraying it all over innocents. Practicing the
art of letting go will increase your power tenfold and also release your obsessions, to fertilize our holy earth.
The Sun Exudes in the First House
You are a bright light that stands out in a crowd of washouts. You exude warmth and vitality that feels great, like
sitting your naked bottom in warm beach sand, and wiggling it around, to get the full measure of heat. You like
get to the point, including getting into bed, clothes off, smelling, touching and tasting your partner’s creamy body,
moving slowly, deliberately, and assertively. Your partner will still be deciding if they want to have sex with
you, and it will be over! You are very magnetic and powerful and certainly, hard to resist. Everyone secretly
thinks “Can I have some of that?” imagining you will light their fire until they weep. You may not be the subtlest
character, but who cares?
Your Sun powerfully connects (conjuncts) with your Animal Skin, the Ascendant
You stroll along, swinging your arms, humming throatily, flinging your hair about, unaware of how divine you
are – or maybe you do know. You could be in a cheesy flick, like “Mary Poppins”, appearing as Julie Andrews
or Dick Van Dyke. You just feel so good about yourself, and even when you don’t, people want to be in your
energy field just to feel you, you’re just so warm and toasty, like a cinnamon bun with icing! You have many
admirers and all want a piece of you to taste and savor, and they don’t particularly want to share, either! You can
be selfish and pushy; check in with your partner before opening your lovely legs and gyrating. They may not be
in the mood.
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Your Sun supports (sextiles) Frosty, Plasmic Neptune
You’ll have many opportunities to be creative in this life. You can weave illusion as good as the Master
Magicians Siegfried and Roy with their wild animal kingdom. You can get your baby to lay down, spreading his
or her luscious legs with a mere clap of your hands. You can also get your baby to levitate with the onslaught of
sexual feelings you cause to arise in their Levi’s. Such skill! When they open their eyes, - poof! - you are gone.
Did they just imagine that?
Your Sun powerfully connects (conjuncts) Simmering Pluto
Power person – that’s you! Like you didn’t already know that. You radiate sexuality, and then radiate some
more. Some are scared of you, and the sexual levels of rapture you could bring to their closed minds. Others
want you to take them there, selling house, car, and children to tremble beneath your knowing fingertips and
moving the body with vats of delicious, decadent experience. Since you are so used to taking control, when the
control gets taken from you, it may have the effect of pushing a button, which puts you in “battle mode”. Once
outfitted in your war paint, you can be quite ruthless at getting your way. To avoid these asinine games,
challenge yourself by letting your lover take control, fumbling though it may be. This will have the opposite
effect, and actually increase your power tenfold. Try it! Assume the inferior position and take it like a
man/woman.
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The Moon: Feelings, Nurturance and Wetness
Wherever the Moon is placed like an oozing dew drop, is where feelings abound and sometimes run amuck. It’s
also where you like to do what feels good to yourself, things that you certainly will do, whether alone or with a
lover of great fortitude! When the Moon touches another planet it creates a swirling tropical cocktail of its own
milky needs and is to be tasted and experienced with great gooey gusto.
When the Moon powerfully connects (conjunctions), provokes (oppositions), and challenges (squares) the other
planets, this tends to give the Moon a more powerfully reactive state (much harder to control!). The flowing
(trines) and supporting (sextiles) aspects are soft and dreamy, sometimes in a sweet, mellow way, other times in a
lazy, indulgent and chubby way.

“I think sex is better than logic, but I can't prove it.” Unknown

The Moon’s Emotions Undulate in Scorpio
With the Moon in Scorpio, you respond in an intuitive and determined way to emotional situations. You keep
your deep and turbulent feelings, distant from most possible sex partners, until you have sniffed out their psyches
and determined whether you can trust them and hopefully, control them, too. Once you have decided the cards
are in your favor, you’ll begin to let your pheromonic steam out slowly, directing it towards the partner’s glands
(unbeknownst to them). You’ll surround them with this hot steam, till they begin to sweat and strip off their
clothes, in an effort to get cooler. The partner, now naked and vulnerable, is a sacrifice to do with what you will.
Be nice! Jealous and revengeful when slighted slightly, you have sharp Kali Goddess teeth that can disembowel.
The Moon Soaks the First House
With the Moon in the first house, your feelings are very responsive and everyone gets to experience them along
with you! How fun! People can read your face, even though you may try to remain stoic. Give it up and go
with the flow, baby! Oversensitive to environmental and people stimuli, you are quick to react and respond. You
can be defensive, and will assume boxing position over things that do not concern you and were never meant for
you personally. Quite responsive in bed if plucked just right, you are great fun to play with and torture and
observe! You may become irritated with people playing games with sexual tension and lengthening the outcome
of the sex act at your expense, the bastards. Sometimes you are a crybaby.
Your Moon Powerfully connects (conjuncts) Flirtatious Mercury
Your sexual mind is connected to your sexual emotions. Imagine that! You know what you want and like, and
have no trouble working your vocal cords to state your feelings on the subject. This is a great gift for the lovers
of the world, because 9 out of 10 lovers don’t have a clue what to do, though no one is admitting anything. Your
words can come out quite dramatic and spirited at times, having a tendency to make others take a step back in
order to regroup. Be aware of your words and the energy behind them; all that ebullience may feel good to you,
but your lover may be feeling a bit shy and reticent, and need you to help scootch those undies down!
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Your Moon supports (sextiles) Mars’ Sexual Urges
You are confident and self-assured, and all the saplings of the world want to eat you for an energy boost! Setting
out to do what you planned to do is as natural as breathing to you. Opportunities to assist your Quest are
scattered at your feet like so many fruit. You reach down languidly plucking this one or that, feeling it’s
plumpness and weighing its juiciness in your palms, tossing it over your shoulder if it doesn’t comply. Sexually,
you enjoy your lust with great efficiency, thirst, and potency. You grunt and groan with pleasure over the
experience, smells and textures of sex, not to mention that lover slipping and sliding all over your sweaty body!
Your Moon powerfully connects (conjuncts) Saturn’s Restriction
You may have started out sexually, rather shy and inhibited and even frozen. But that ends when you discover a
patient, older lover to show you “the ropes”. To swing from them with great finesse – learning all sorts of
pleasurable things with different parts of your body, inserted in places you would never have thought could feel
so good! Soon you become a teacher yourself, showing others how to learn what goes where, and yes, (you tell
your lover), that is an orgasm you just had. You may have more sexual fears than your average Moon God/dess,
but do not despair; by exploring these fears and meeting them as a challenge, you will increase your power to the
Olympic level! Get to know the whole body, including between the toes, under shadowed armpits, and that
smiling nether crack that doth call to you.
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Mental Expression
Your mental expression articulates and gesticulates in the birth chart where Mercury is placed, like a mime in a
leafy city park. Look at the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets involved with
mischievous mental-case Mercury to see how you will experience your communications and thought processes.
The powerfully connecting (conjunctions), challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) aspects tend to
give Mercury’s quicksilver tendencies, a laser zap in consciousness. The flowing (trines) and supporting
(sextiles) aspects are softer and more laid back, but they also speed the brainiac synaptic environment up to a
nice clip!

“Love is the answer, but while you are waiting for the answer,
sex raises some pretty good questions.”
-Woody Allen

Articulating Mercury flirts in Scorpio
Mentally you think in a penetrating, intuitive way and have a focussed, psychological way of speaking. Your
thought processes feverishly steam in a continuous manner over your nerve fibers, forming obsessions involving
just about any subject or person. What fun! It is this penchant for obsession that allows you to research so very
deep into the recesses of the collective mind. It also gives you a sense of humor that is dry and clever, reacting to
the subtle animations in others with bubbling, chortling laughter. You can touch people’s sensitive buttons
easily, and will not hesitate to zap them, should they annoy you with their infantile games. You devilishly pick
up sexual innuendoes in the most sweetly innocent of conversations, grinning shaggy smiles all the while.
Because your tongue goes very deep, it is finely tuned to the art of psychological probing, its assets are implicated
elsewhere, like in the world extremely exciting deviations!
Mercury’s Intercourse Reverberates in the First House
With Mercury’s verbal intercourse echoing in your first house, you are direct and forceful in your speech. You
aren’t one to shy away from a confrontation. You enjoy taking the bull by the horns, swinging it about yourself
with great panache, letting it go to crash somewhere in the distance. When lovemaking, you assertively interact
with your partner with great energy. You’ll find out what your partner likes and then do it to their fine body.
Over and over and over again, until they are hooked on your assertive, passionate style. (Either that or numb!)
No one will be able to give them satisfaction like you can, ever again! Memories of you linger about one’s
hairdo. You are an open-minded, basic hoochie-mama or papa. You can be impatient with the more shy, reticent
types.
Your Mercury supports (sextiles) Mars’ Sexual Urges
You are a scrappy little fighter with words! You also know when to call it quits and admit defeat. Mama didn’t
raise no fool! You are a lively thing, your eyes dancing with mischief and keen perception. You notice
everything, grasp ideas and concepts quick and readily, like a dog jumping up to catch a Frisbee! Sexually, you
can play with this energy by using your happy-go-lucky hands on your breathlessly awaiting partner. Or, you
could whisper into your lover’s ears, so the little ear hairs vibrate, sending shivers coursing down to Love Central.
This brings new meaning to the word “squirm”!
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Your Mercury supports (sextiles) Jupiter’s Abundance
Warm, titillating, funny, vibrant – these are just a few words to describe the energy that spills from your ruby lips.
You are an optimist and believe others are, too. Thus you create magnetic, warm energy patterns around yourself
and others. Sexually, play with this energy by talking your lover into bed in a fun and diverting way, only using
delightful words whose main purpose is to maniacally thrill. Once your lover is at your disposal, place your
voluble mouth strategically, teasing but never completing the task, until your lover breathlessly tries to pull your
hair out by its roots!
Your Mercury powerfully connects (conjuncts) Saturn’s Restriction
You will usually find what works for you sexually most of the time, and stick to that, in the hopes you’ll at least
score once. This is fine, and allows you to really develop the specific techniques you have chosen as your
“trademark”. On the other hand, you can find yourself in a rut and at a loss if you discover your lover isn’t into
your favorite bag of tricks. What will you do? Ask them what they like? Or are you too shy? Avoid and
pretend? Please, don’t let that stop you – force yourself to open your red mouth. Choose talkative, confident
lovers to assist you with your panties, and then some. Avoid being too critical; you’ll end up all by your sad
lonesome, you and your friendly but untalkative hand, singing the banjo blues.
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Desire and Attraction
Your desire and attraction flower and sweat fragrantly through the birth chart where Venus is placed like a
musky perfume. Look at the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets involved in the Venus
pheromonal love dance to see how you will experience your wants and needs, give affections, and gratify your
most astounding self!
If you are a woman, Venus shows how you expose your femininity. If you are a man, where Venus is placed is
the type that you are attracted to, the type that will make your wand stand at attention and perfection! Venus is
also your “Inner Feminine”, waiting to be contacted and explored for healthy emotional balance. (Little secret:
A man in contact and working with his inner feminine flower is like a man wearing a sarong or kilt – very
charismatic and magnetic!)
When Venus powerfully connects (conjunctions), challenges (squares), or provokes (oppositions) the other
planets, she tends to be more feisty and provoking, and has more liveliness to her sexy twitching tail. When
Venus flows (trines) with and supports (sextiles) the other planets, she is very soft and creamy, indulgent and lazy.
The Butter Queen!

“What is a promiscuous person? It's usually someone who is
getting more sex than you are.” Unknown

Enticing Venus is in Sagittarius
With Venus in Sagittarius, you are a feisty little package of meat! On the go and full of love of life and all its
peculiarities, you exude charm, intelligence and warm humor. Your eyes have a heated, lively look to them.
When in love, you are adventurous and exploratory and may have a fiery, quick release. Your desire nature
burns enthusiastically, like a bonfire at a beach party! You are playful, but also like to groove to the natural sex
vibes when you are riding the thrumming rocket energy of sexual love. Sex outdoors, like skinny-dipping on a
secluded beach, or maybe in a canoe, or what about in a cool treehouse?, is your idea of “technique”. Flirtatious
and friendly, you are game for a physical sexual experience that exudes a challenge, in a natural, enthusiastic
way, and that opens your fresh, inquisitive mind to new sexual highways of experience.
Your Venus is frolicking in the Second House
With Venus swinging her hips in the second house, you show affection by showering your lover with physical
things. Like chocolates, silks, hand-fed sushi, little neck clams slurped into your lover’s mouth (along with a bit
of seawater) and of course, long lasting serial sex that leaves the couch stained and pitted, smelling delightfully
fragrant! Sharing sensual massages would be a good preliminary, or dressing each other in silk thongs or scarves,
making sure the little straps are placed strategically and pulled nice and tight! You are steady and secure to have
around, and you are not above blowing a few bucks on your lover to make sure the whole experience is complete
and sensual.
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Your Venus powerfully connects (conjuncts) with the Uranus Wiggle
Your approach to sex and love is a bit unusual, a little bit ahead of its time. Others may not understand your
approach and judge you, poor dears. Your desires are independent and far ranging, detached and friendly. This
energy seeks to experience and to share sweetly with dear friends, in a healing way. Being with lovers who are
your friends and happy to play and share is an unending delight for you! Power comes best to you when you are
independent and free, in your mind. Give thanks to the gods each time you and your lover reaches one those
delightful, fruitful orgasms for blessings to rain down upon your head, wetting your hair. Don’t take any sweet
joining for granted, no matter how casual.
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Personal Power and Sex Drive
Your personal power and sex drive notifies you of its thrust through the birth chart where Mars is placed like a
phallic prong. Look at the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets involved to see how you
will experience the Mars’ battle of competition, assertion, along with the most favored rutting of champions!
If you are a man, Mars signifies your exuberant masculinity. If you are a woman, where Mars is placed is the
type that you are attracted to, the type that will make your jade gate open, your flower bloom. Mars is also your
“Inner Male”, waiting to be contacted and explored for healthy emotional balance. (Little secret: A woman in
contact and working with her inner male cocky ya-ya is incredibly sexy and magnetic!)
The planets that powerfully connect (conjunctions), challenge (squares), and provoke (oppositions) Mars, make
him strong-willed and self- oriented (unless paired with Neptune). Like Zena or Hercules, the warrior stands
vigorously! The planets that flow (trines) and support (sextiles) tone down Mars’ gnashing teeth and manifest a
more balanced and less rough use of these ambitious, squirting energies. This all depends on which planet
chooses to combine with Mars and his sexual grapple to the pinnacle!

“Sticks and stone may break my bones, but whips and chains excite me” Unknown

Mars’ Sexual Urge rises in Capricorn
With Mars in Capricorn, you express your sexual energy in a careful, determined, and manipulative way. You
are quite keen on taking your partner over the edge, and will do it, even if it takes forever, drooling over your
lover’s wonderful body, basking in the power of your masterful, stimulating techniques, and both of you
swimming in puddles. Very sincere and relentless in the pursuit of your lover’s warm, moist body, you will soon
have he or she eating out of your damp palms (or something equally damp, if not more distracting and
interesting)! Remember to introduce new variety into your routine; the only difference between a rut and a grave
is the depth.
Mars’ Sexual Urge beats in the Third House
With Mars in the third house, your sexual energy plays out in a verbally tantalizing way. Active dialogue with
family, friends and colleagues is a major source of exercise for you! Your word play is full of jousting and
penetrating innuendoes. Flirtatious and verbally aggressive, you use communications to seduce the unwary in a
delightful but sometimes bratty way. Inventive and playful in bed, look for lovers that appreciate your mind and
it’s weird hair-pin turns that manifests in creative drooling sex, not to mention tongue jousting for an encore!
Your Mars supports (sextiles) Saturn’s Restriction
You have self-control down to a science. There is a little muscular fist psychically living in the approximate area
of your belly button. It is powerful and disciplined, and you have many opportunities to express this energy in a
masterful way. What this translates into in the world of love and sex is someone with great staying power,
making sure the lover-dear is completely satisfied before finishing off your own dastardly satisfaction. In a world
filled with short lovemaking spurts and squirts, with everyone being tired and busy and other assorted
conundrums, this is indeed a golden gift from the gods! Introduce variety to help the game. Let go and let the
waters flow.
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Optimism and Abundance
Your optimism and abundance deliver the spiritual and material goods in the birth chart where Jupiter is placed
like an overstuffed and magnanimous Titan, secret gifts of plenty spilling from his pockets, making a prodigious
mess around his feet. Look at the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets involved in
Jupiter’s broad-minded search for the sensual meaning of existence, to see how you will experience your own
optimism and cell-expanding abundance (and also the twinkling light on your spiritual path).
Jupiter powerfully connecting (conjunctions), challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) the other
planets tend to magnify Jupiter’s generous mood in an intoxicating, bloated manner. When Jupiter is flowing
(trines) or supporting (sextiles) the other planets there is an excessive swelling as well, in a sweeter lazy way, like
a nudge on a couch, eyes half-closed, mind pleasantly buzzing, stomach stuffed with burritos and beer.

“I generally avoid temptation unless I can’t resist it.”
-Mae West

Jupiter’s Abundance spills in Capricorn
Your enthusiasm has an elder spirit inhabiting it and is filled with the force of mountains, when tapped. The gift
of Jupiter for you is growth through experiencing great dedication and perseverance in matters of great earthly
import, and that mean very much to you personally. Sexually, this also includes a partner’s damp body
underneath your moving palms, while your eyes glisten, and which as we all know, is a most serious matter
indeed!
Jupiter’s Optimism pours into the Third House
Inspiration expresses itself in you with a jocular and mentally lively manner. It is a spirited intellectual energy that
throws intriguing information all around, stimulating the likes of one and all. Ideas pour into your mind
continually like a gravy train! This is especially effective in the sexual area, where you can literally talk your
lover into bed with your effervescent big sky mind, lubricating all channels in the process!
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Patience and Persistence
Your patience and persistence plod ever onwards through the birth chart where Saturn is placed like a Big
Daddy, stubbornly insisting on work and responsibility, the old curmudgeon! Look at the sign placement, the
house placement, and the other planets involved in Saturn’s authoritative, restrictive policies to see how you will
experience your need for discipline and manifest great endurance. This includes being mentally flogged
occasionally – by yourself and others – so you get the message! (Don’t worry, it all works out in the end.)
The powerfully connecting (conjunctions), challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) aspects tend to
bust Saturn’s iron nuggets, (or yours!), causing frustration and tension but also making available great
endurance and fortitude. The flowing (trines) and supporting (sextiles) aspects soften the frustration and tension,
letting things work together rather well in a steady, productive and practical manner, giving a decent share of
self-control to aid in the manifestation of sexual (and otherwise) successes.

“Sexual harassment will not be reported, but it will be graded.”
-Anonymous

Saturn ties you down in Scorpio
You respond to structure and limitation in an emotional and controlling way. Your psychological depths are a
point of fear for you, an issue which you endeavor to avoid acknowledging at all costs. Nevertheless, the
exploration of all your hoo-doos and hang-ups is the task at hand. Once you go there, the teacher emerges to lead
others down the Way with great resourcefulness and pluck! Sexually, you will manipulate rather than speak
about your feelings, which is difficult for you. It feels like there is an invisible gag over your mouth, vulnerability
is so painful! A classic example of this type of manipulation/dilemma is to withhold sex as punishment when you
are angry at your lover, or he or she will do the same to you – ouch!
Saturn has you under First House Arrest
Responsibility and limitations express themselves in your body and your presentation. You need lots of
encouragement when expressing yourself because of a great feeling of cautiousness and conservatism at times.
Not exactly spontaneous, you like to stick to the tried and true presentations of the body, mind and dress. As you
age, you become like fine wine – delicious for sipping slowly and swirling in one’s wet mouth. You are a solemn
creature, who takes his or her sexual involvement seriously. You may have a tough time expressing yourself
sexually, but you must keep at it, it will be worth the effort, and effort is something you excel at!
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Individuality and Independence
There is a natural life energy that is sexual and lies coiled and resting at the base of the spine. This is called
Kundalini. Some astrologers believe the planet Uranus is representative of this energy. When Kundalini is
triggered gently (or forcefully), it flows up your spinal cord, through the chakras or energy centers and
meridians, unless blocked. Briefly, when blocked, it can cause disease and/or physical, emotional, mental or
spiritual problems.
Kundalini and Uranian energy is a sexual, creative, electromagnetic synaptic energy that keeps our electrons
twisting and sacredly dancing the night away! It has an abstract, far out influence that is filled with spontaneous
genius and creates a big sky mind (expansive). It deserves to be cleaned vigorously and grounded on a regular
basis so our eyes are lit from within…
Look at the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets that are electrified in aspect by Uranus.
The powerfully connecting (conjunctions), challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) aspects tend to
create a hyper-wiggling or nervy energy that is hard to contain and needs lots of freedom to exist in its space.
The flowing (trines) and supporting (sextiles) aspects intertwine together better, but still create a Uranian current
that pulsates the airwaves and your nervous system, zapping consciousness with overflowing, lightening
intelligence.

“Like a fierce wind roaring high up in the bare branches of trees,
a wave of passion came over me, aimless but surging…
I suppose it’s lust but it’s awful and holy like thunder and lightning and the wind.”
-Joanna Field

Your Uranus Swings in Sagittarius!
Your generation’s sexual kundalini energy is fiery and courageous. Your spinal cord, once grounded and
triggered gently, will create inspiring ideas that wet you silly, by being stimulated with real Truth and the
dynamism of Nature. Try combining religion or spiritual beliefs with sexuality, researching what other lands and
people do when coming together sexually. You will find seeds of Truth to apply to your own beating existence,
making it stronger and pulsating it like a rocket of inspiration and joy! Take a trek or quest to a place wild and
rich with Nature’s primal energy, like roaring waterfalls or bald mountain peaks or rocky islands. There, mate
with your lover with astounding celebration!
Uranus is taking liberties in your Second House!
Independence, eccentricities, and sudden change exhibit themselves in your sense of security and possessions.
Ingenious or alarming methods of getting money is what you do for fun! Paying for pleasure may rock your boat,
or you may be a Minute Man or Woman. Kundalini exercise: While pleasuring yourself, stop just before the
orgasm occurs, concentrating on your heart area, the Anahata center, sending the sexual heat there. This will feel
warm and soon your whole body will feel like warm liquid. This will markedly increase your participation and
experience in the sexual experience!
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Creativity and Illusion
Your creativity and illusion exude forth through the birth chart where Neptune is placed, like a vibrational bath
with oily colors fluctuating and shifting over the surface. Look at the sign placement, the house placement, and
the other planets involved in Neptune’s weeping rainbow of inspiration and foolishness, to see how you will
experience your creativity and illusion. Musical, mystical and dancerly, Neptune escapes the reality of this world
in many ways, including sleepiness, drugs, and instants of insanity and autism.
The powerfully connecting (conjunctions), challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) aspects tend to
diffuse and confuse (read: denial) normal planetary energy patterns, though they do give extraordinary shots of
colorful, mystical and creative experiences! The flowing (trines) and supporting (sextiles) aspects are deceptive
and hypnotizing, in a lazy, glazed, but inspiring way. Neptune does not respond to the usual practical
applications the other planets do. Neptune does respond to (and loves!) warm, energetic work on the body
(which can be done through chakra/energy center work), creative endeavors (ah, music!), and mystical
experiences, which are excellent channels for it’s very magical and sweetly psychotic vibrations.

"Lovers, to bed; 'tis almost fairy time."
--A Midsummer Night's Dream
-Act 5, Scene 1

Neptune’s Beguiling Bubble is in Sagittarius
Your generation’s sexual idealism and sexual receptivity is truth seeking and adventurous. This also includes
going down the wrong trail, getting lost, and having to double back about three or four times. You approach your
wildly creative dreams in an inspiring and enthusiastic way, and must remember that full sexual gratification
cannot occur if you have left the scene.
Neptune’s Silvery Whistles are heard in your Third House
Sexual fantasies and idealization play themselves out in your vivid imagination and psychic communications.
You have the ability to weave a web of seduction with your shifting words, and can send psychic demands to
your lover. Fantastic sexual scenarios of erotica can leave your lover damp and panting, furiously burrowing in
their gear. Beware of the tendency to be a slippery, hard-to-pin-down or vague communicator, not looking in
your lover’s eyes. Withholding information is considered deception, and if you do it, your lover will consider the
game fair, and do the same to you and your chubby cheeks.
Your Neptune supports (sextiles) Simmering Pluto
A generational aspect that goes on for a trillion years (just kidding), it operates in the background unnoticed
unless it touches a sensitive genitalia point on your lovely, pulsating body. At that point, you would feel certain
effects taking place at a deep inner core, where a huge light-filled quilting bee is taking place, amongst the spirits
and guides that hang out with you. No one will notice these happenings, maybe not even you, especially if you
are doused heavily with food, alcohol or drugs (you know, the normal human condition). This miniature, magical
Mardi Gras is actually occurring in your DNA, in the spiraling helixes of the gods. There, the helixes twist and
turn to a vibrational song humans cannot normally hear; creating new, unbelievable strands that signify
outstanding cosmic perceptions undiscovered by little dweeby men in their white, flapping lab coats. Short (or
long) periods of autism or insanity manifest, and then, should your consciousness survive intact, evolution takes
place with a soft, unnoticeable, undulating pop.
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Pluto: The Ultimate Orgasm, That Old Black Magic
Transformation and change rumble forth through the birth chart where Pluto seethes like a nuclear vault. Look
at the sign placement, the house placement, and the other planets involved in Pluto’s scalding cauldron of death
and birth, to see how you will experience transformation and change and test your boundaries. Pluto
experiences can be painful because of the change and truth involved, yet Pluto is really your Secret Santa. Look
for his gifts when the smoky, sulfuric air has cleared. Look under rocks, in between legs, and where the raven
flies.
The powerfully connecting (conjunctions), challenging (squares), and provoking (oppositions) aspects tend fester
and then spew forth in a powerful, controlling manner when in Pluto’s scaly arms. The flowing (trines) and
supporting (sextiles) aspects soften and smooth Pluto’s continuous, controlling hold. Pluto wants your
vulnerability. He also wants you to let go of that which you compulsively grip most deeply. Your primal scream
will be heard throughout the galaxy when you finally do…

“Anything will give up its secrets if you love it enough.”
(George Washington Carver [1864-1943])

Pluto Rumbles in Scorpio
Your generation’s sexual transformation will come about though a descent into the sexual underworld of power
and magic, where you will activate a shamanic healing and then bring this gift to others. Anything that
encourages exploration of your psychology in an aggressive manner is a particularly provocative approach to get
at those sexual fears and blockages faster than a speeding bullet! Intense psychological experiences are major
vibrational keys for you.
Pluto is Seething within your First House
Sexual power games and transformation take place in you and your body. Your body is probably strong and
throbbing and has gone through many changes and alterations. Even if you are small, you still have a nuclear
vault of working energy throbbing in your belly! You project this energy from your solar plexus with a decided
she-bang, she-bang! You can shove someone out of the way, just by intentionally thrusting this energy forward.
Try it consciously sometime, maniac! You like to dominate your partner, either covertly or overtly. Instead of
doing a power trip on your lover, be open about it. Make a game of it, so everyone gets to give the spankings,
instead of just you, piggy.
Your Pluto powerfully connects (conjuncts) the Ascendant, your Animal Skin
You project power and confidence with a killer’s instinct. You may have this cleverly camouflaged with
kindness and warmth and a cheery- looking smile, all the while snapping the love-and-sex dental chewing gum
between your pointed teeth! You have a strong will and ideally prefer to lord it over others - not in a bad way,
mind you. You just want things done a certain way, and quickly. What’s wrong with that? Should anyone be
foolish enough to challenge you, a close inspection will reveal your shaggy smile exposing canine teeth glistening
under the flickering, fluorescent lights, right before you grind them under your foot like a cockroach. Crunchy!
Sexually, you are manipulative and like to control the action, but will fool your lover into thinking they are calling
the shots, when in actuality, you are dominating them quite aggressively. Woe to those who underestimate your
sexual ferocity, even when displayed in its softest, most vulnerable guise.
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The End and The Beginning
Well, you’re all done now! And how do you feel? Why don’t you do a spot check? First, check your breathing
rate. It should be relaxed and very warm. How does your brain feel? Is it a bit tweaked? How about your
beating heart? Put your hand there for a moment and make it warm with your mind. Do your armpits smell
musky, like pine? What’s going on in your shady nether regions?
Now go pour all the rosy red love in your heart into someone else’s heart area for five minutes, at least once a
day. Keep it a secret – no telling! A stranger or a friend - pick one. Do it as a visualization and then forget about
it. Do it for a month and watch how your body and your life heat up dramatically and sweetly, overflowing like a
frothy rosy wave. You will be licking your lips happily all the merry day and your eyes will shine with
otherworldly light. People will want to touch you and you will want to touch others…
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